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A B S T R A C T

Small in vitro neuronal/glial networks exhibit sleep-like states. Sleep regulatory substance interleukin-1β (IL1)
signals via its type I receptor and a receptor accessory protein (AcP). AcP has a neuron-specific isoform called
AcPb. After sleep deprivation, AcPb, but not AcP, upregulates in brain, and mice lacking AcPb lack sleep re-
bound. Herein we used action potentials (APs), AP burstiness, synchronization of electrical activity (SYN), and
delta wave (0.5–3.75 Hz) power to characterize cortical culture network state. Homologous parameters are used
in vivo to characterize sleep. Cortical cells from 1–2-day-old pups from AcP knockout (KO, lacking both AcP and
AcPb), AcPb KO (lacking only AcPb), and wild type (WT) mice were cultured separately on multi-electrode
arrays. Recordings of spontaneous activity were taken each day during days 4–14 in vitro. In addition, cultures
were treated with IL1, or in separate experiments, stimulated electrically to determine evoked response po-
tentials (ERPs). In AcP KO cells, the maturation of network properties accelerated compared to those from cells
lacking only AcPb. In contrast, the lack of AcPb delayed spontaneous network emergence of sleep-linked
properties. The addition of IL1 enhanced delta wave power in WT cells but not in AcP KO or AcPb KO cells. The
ontology of electrically-induced ERPs was delayed in AcP KO cells. We conclude IL1 signaling has a critical role
in the emergence of sleep-linked network behavior with AcP playing a dominant role in the slowing of devel-
opment while AcPb enhances development rates of sleep-linked emergent network properties.

1. Introduction

Sleep profoundly impacts almost all neurobiological processes. Yet,
consensus is lacking as to the minimal neuronal/glial network required
for the emergence of sleep states and whether molecular mechanisms
responsible for organism sleep also operate at a local level to influence
sleep-like states. A common finding of all brain lesion studies, whether
due to stroke or experimental lesions, is that after damage to any brain
area, including the sleep regulatory circuits, if the animal or human
survives, sleep always ensues. Such findings indicate no specific brain
area is necessary for sleep to manifest. Further, recent evidence in-
dicates that sleep is a self-organizing emergent neuronal/glial network
property of any viable network regardless of size or location whether in
vivo or in vitro (Krueger et al., 2013; Krueger and Obál, 1993; Krueger
et al., 2008; Rector et al., 2005; Roy et al., 2008). To determine when a

subject, or small network, is asleep, two or more physiological variables
that change with sleep/wake states are needed (Krueger et al., 2016).
Common measures used to characterize sleep in vivo include: the elec-
troencephalogram (EEG), EEG delta wave (0.25–3.75 Hz) synchroni-
zation (SYN), EEG delta wave power and evoked response potentials
(ERPs). These in vivo measures are greater during non-rapid eye
movement sleep (NREMS) than during waking.

In vitro neuronal/glial cultures are simple in comparison to whole
brains, yet the cultures exhibit homologous electrical properties to
those used to characterize sleep in vivo (Corner, 2008; Hinard et al.,
2012; Jewett et al., 2015). These properties spontaneously emerge as
networks mature and are influenced by stimulations that similarly af-
fect whole animal brain states. For example, spontaneous culture delta
wave power emerges several days after action potentials are present
(Jewett et al., 2015). With appropriate stimuli, such cultures transition
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into a more wake-like state or deeper sleep-like state depending upon
the specific stimuli (Corner, 2008; Hinard et al., 2012; Wagenaar et al.,
2005). Further, after an electrical stimulus-induced (Jewett et al.,
2015), or after excitatory neurotransmitter treatment-induced (Saberi-
Moghadam et al., 2018) wake-like period, the spontaneous sleep-like
state is more intense the next day indicating rebound sleep homeostasis
occurs in vitro. Collectively these results suggest that the electro-
physiological measures used to define in vivo sleep also are useful to
define in vitro states. Herein we extend these in vitro observations to
show that sleep-like states in mixed cultures of neurons and glia are
dependent in part on the interleukin-1 receptor accessory protein (AcP).

Interleukin-1β (IL1) is a well-characterized sleep regulatory sub-
stance (Imeri and Opp, 2009; Jewett and Krueger, 2012; Krueger et al.,
1984). For instance, when injected, it induces excess NREMS including
delta wave power enhancement (Krueger et al., 1984). IL1 also plays a
role in sleep responses to inflammatory challenges (Davis et al., 2015;
Garlanda et al., 2013; Taishi et al., 2012). In brain, IL1 has several
additional functions, including being involved in synaptogenesis
(Yoshida et al., 2012), synaptic activity (Gruber-Schoffnegger et al.,
2013; Kawasaki et al., 2008; Gardoni et al., 2011; De et al., 2002), and
cortical neuron migration (Ma et al., 2014). Low physiological amounts
of IL1 enhance, while high pathological amounts of IL1 inhibit sleep
(Opp et al., 1991), learning, memory, long-term potentiation (Bellinger
et al.,1993; Katsuki et al., 1990; Yirmiya and Goshen 2011), and stress
responses (Goshen and Yirmiya, 2009).

IL1 signaling requires the presence of AcP (Boraschi and Tagliabue,
2013; Dinarello, 2009; Garlanda et al., 2013; Cullinan et al., 1998). In
brain, there is an AcP isoform, neuron-specific AcPb (Huang et al.,
2011; Smith et al., 2009). AcPb mRNA, but not AcP mRNA, increases
with sleep loss (Taishi et al., 2012). Mice lacking AcPb have ex-
aggerated sleep responses after lipopolysaccharide administration
(Taishi et al., 2012). AcPb is anti-inflammatory (Prieto et al., 2015)
whereas AcP is pro-inflammatory (Smith et al., 2009). After sleep de-
privation, mice lacking AcPb lack a homeostatic NREMS rebound
(Davis et al., 2015). Herein, we demonstrate that in vitro cells from
AcPb knockout (KO) mice develop the sleep-characterizing emergent
electrophysiological properties, burstiness, SW SYN, and delta wave
power more slowly than WT cells. In contrast, if cells from AcP KO
mice, which lack AcP and AcPb isoforms, are used, maturation of these
measures is accelerated. Further, cells lacking AcP and/or AcPb have
distinct responses to IL1. Finally, we show that electrical-induced ERPs
increase in amplitude and slow wave (SW) content over the course of
cultured neural network development. We conclude that AcP/AcPb are
important determinants for small network emergence of sleep-linked
electrophysiological parameters. Current results also support the hy-
pothesis that sleep is a fundamental property of small networks
(Krueger and Obál, 1993).

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Culture preparation and maintenance

C57BL/6J (wild type; WT), AcPb KO and AcP KO mice were pur-
chased from Jackson Labs (Bar Harbor, ME, USA) under the auspices of
an agreement with Amgen, Inc (Thousand Oaks, CA). Homozygotic
mice were bred 2–6 generations at Washington State University (WSU).
Animal procedures were approved by the WSU Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee and complied with NIH guidelines. Mice were
kept in a separate breeding room at 24±2 °C, 40% humidity± 10% on
a 14 h light, 10 h dark schedule, lights on at Zeitgeber time 0 (ZT0).
Cortical cells were harvested in the morning (ZT3± 1 h) from 1- or 2-
day old pups and seeded onto 6-well multi-electrode arrays (MEAs;
Multi Channel Systems, Reutlingen, Germany) as previously described
(Jewett et al., 2015). Cortical tissues were initially placed in ice-cold
Hibernate-E (HE, BrainBits, Springfield, IL) then digested with 2mg/mL
of papain (LS003119, Worthington Biomedical, Lakewood, NJ) for

20min at 37 °C. Tissues were dispersed by trituration in HE with 2%
GlutaMAX (35050-061, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY) by passing the
tissue through a 20-gauge needle and syringe twice, then again using a
22-gauge needle once. The tissue/cell suspension was passed through a
40 µm strainer to remove aggregated cells. Cells were then centrifuged
at 200g for 10min at room temperature. The precipitate was dissolved
in warm Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Serum (DMEM; D6429, Sigma, St.
Louis, MO) with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 1% GlutaMAX, and 2%
penicillin/streptomycin (pen-strep). Cells were counted using a hemo-
cytometer and then plated (2 × 105 cells/20 µL) in each of the six in-
dividual MEA wells. Wells were pre-coated with poly-D-lysine (P6407,
Sigma) solution for 1 h, rinsed three times with deionized water, and
dried for 1 h prior to the introduction of cells.

The cells were then incubated in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at
37 °C for 50min and then given 350 µL/well of warm DMEM/FBS/
GlutaMAX/pen-strep media. After 4 h, 350 µL of NbActiv4 (Nb4–100,
BrainBits; includes a mitotic inhibitor to suppress glial proliferation),
2% pen-strep, 0.2% Gentamycin (15710-064, Invitrogen) media was
added to each well. MEAs were covered with Teflon membranes (ALA
Scientific, Farmingdale, NY) to prevent water loss throughout the ex-
periments. Half of the media was removed and replaced with fresh
NbActiv4/pen-strep/Gentamycin solution every 3 to 4 days. Cultured
cells on the MEAs were kept in a 5% CO2 humidified incubator at 37 °C
when not being recorded from.

2.2. MEA recordings

A MEA60-BC system fromMulti Channel Systems was used to record
from cells in a dry incubator at 37 °C and 5% CO2. The MEA1060-Inv-
BC system used has 60 electrodes distributed in 6 independent wells.
Each well contains 1 silicon nitride substrate-integrated reference
electrode and 9 titanium nitride electrodes in a 3×3 grid arrangement
spaced 200 µm apart. The voltage at each individual electrode relative
to its respective ground electrode was recorded at a sampling rate of
10 kHz. Raw data from recordings were stored on the acquisition
computer and later transferred to external hard drives until analyzed.

2.3. MEA data analyses of spontaneous electrical activity during
development

Six measurements were calculated: action potentials per second
(APs/s), the percent of electrodes with greater than 0.5 APs/s, the
number of bursts/min, a burstiness index (BI), SW SYN, and SW power
as previously described (Jewett et al., 2015). MC_Rack software (Multi
Channel Systems) was used for extraction of APs. After passing the raw
signal through a 200 Hz high pass second-order Butterworth filter, the
mean voltage±4 standard deviations (SD) from a 500 µs time interval
was used to set limits for counting APs. Thus, any electrical activity
exceeding the±4 SD threshold was counted as an AP.

Bursts were defined as a minimum of 4 APs within the first 10ms
with no more than 10ms between APs within a burst, a minimum burst
duration of 20ms and a minimum of 10ms between individual bursts.
The BI was quantified by dividing 5min recordings into 300 - 1 s long
epochs, counting the number of APs in each epoch, and then the
number of APs in the top 15% of the 300 epochs was divided by the
total number of APs occurring in the 5min interval (# of APs in top
15% [45 epochs])/# of total APs across all 300 epochs (Wagenaar et al.,
2005). Random firing is associated with lower BI while a higher BI
designates greater burstiness.

SW activity, low-pass (100 Hz) and high-pass (0.1 Hz) contents were
extracted using second-order Butterworth filters; data were sampled at
100 Hz. Fast-Fourier transform (FFT) spectra from signals at randomly
sampled active network nodes were calculated using a custom MATLAB
program for 30min periods across development days, or other time
blocks in different experiments, using a cosine-tapered window.
Spectral content for the 0.25–30.25 Hz range was binned into 0.5 Hz
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frequency bands then summed from 0.25–3.75 Hz to obtain delta
power.

SW SYN values between each set of adjacent channels were de-
termined using the following equation:

∑ − −V t V V t V
σ σ

( ( ) ¯ )( ( ) ¯ )
v v

1 1 2 2

1 2

Where V1(t) and V2(t) are the voltages at two different electrodes
within a MEA well at time t, V̄1 and V̄2 are the sample means, and σ v1
and σ v2 are the standard deviations of the samples. The paired SW SYN
values were averaged to produce a single SYN value for each MEA well.
High SYN values indicate a high SW synchrony between electrodes
while low SYN values represent low SW synchrony; values range from
−1 to +1.

2.4. Experiment 1: Development of spontaneous activity

Neuronal activity development in vitro was characterized using
seven independent cortical cell preparations. Cells were plated on 13
six-well MEAs. MEAs were microscopically examined to confirm cells
were present in each well. Recordings were obtained from each MEA on
each day for 1 h, starting after 4 days in culture and then repeated each
culture day until day 14. MEAs were plated with WT cells in wells 1–3
or 4–6, and the remaining wells contained either AcPb KO or AcP KO
cells. There were 3 MEAs with only AcP KO cells due to lack of WT cell
availability. Each electrode was treated as an independent sample be-
cause the different spatial distribution of cells around each electrode
varied over the 15-day development period. Thus, each electrode had
its own unique pattern of electrical output. Data from 27 wells and 240
electrodes were used to calculate emergent electrical properties for WT
cells. AcPb KO cell data were analyzed from 18 wells and 162 elec-
trodes. Lastly, AcP KO cell data were analyzed from 33 wells and 297
electrodes. During the first 30min of recording after transfer of MEA to
the recording system, APs/s values decreased exponentially. Thus, only
the last 30min of the 1 h recordings were used as baseline data for data
analyses. Means and SEMs were calculated from the aggregate data and
graphically displayed according to cell type. No data were excluded
from the statistical analyses of development data except for omitting
electrode # 47 from 3 MEAs containing WT cells on one occasion be-
cause the specific head pin was not working properly. Statistical sig-
nificance between strain and time (days) was determined using a two-
way ANOVA (time and strain). If main effects were found, a post hoc,
Fischer’s least significant difference test was used to evaluate strain and
time combinations.

2.5. Experiment 2: IL1 differentially affects network emergent properties

IL1 was added to cultures during development day 14 or 15 in vitro.
MEAs were plated in the same manner as the development experiments
with half the wells containing WT cells and the other half with either
AcPb KO or AcP KO cells. After a 1 h baseline recording, 0.0 ng (con-
trol), 0.01 ng, or 0.1 ng of IL1 dissolved in 5 µL of saline was added to
designated wells of each MEA. Recording promptly resumed following
the addition of IL1. Data collected were used to calculate APs/sec, BI,
SYN, and delta power as described for Experiment 1 and in Fig. 2 le-
gend. These values were calculated for the first 5–10min time block
after IL1 additions to avoid artifacts associated with removal of the
Teflon MEA cover and the addition of fluid to the cell media.

Data from 18 MEAs (7 preparations, 83 wells, 729 electrodes) were
used to analyze the effects of IL1 on network properties. Wells with
average baseline values of 1 AP/sec or more were included in the data
analyses; an average of 1 AP/sec or greater was interpreted as an in-
dicator of a healthy culture. Further, electrodes from those wells with
values of less than 0.25 APs were excluded because APs/sec recorded
from MEAs containing media but not cells have noise values of about

0.25 APs/s. In addition, electrodes that did not fall within±2 SD cal-
culated from individual well values were also removed. All other data
from included electrodes, whether treated with IL1 or saline were used
in the data analyses. One-way ANOVAs (dose) were used to determine if
there were main effects within each strain. If main effects were found, a
post hoc, Fischer’s least significant difference test was used to de-
termine if there were significant differences between specific doses.

2.6. Experiment 3: Development of electrical evoked response potential

To better understand how AcPb and AcP affect emergent neuronal
network properties, we also characterized the development of the re-
sponses to electrical stimulation using WT, AcPb KO, and AcP KO cells.
Biphasic voltage (duration 200 μs and amplitude 600mV) was applied
at one electrode in each well. Similar to Experiment 1, cells were plated
on 6 six-well MEAs: wells 1–3 of three MEAs contained WT cells and
wells 4–6 contained AcPb KO cells; the remaining three MEAs con-
tained AcP KO cells in all six wells. On development days 5, 10, and 14,
an electrical stimulation was applied at one electrode in each well every
10 s (0.1 Hz stimulation frequency), for a 30min period. The ERP was
defined as the voltage signals measured at the non-stimulated elec-
trodes between 0.1 s and 9.1 s after each stimulation; each stimulation
cycle is 10 s in duration and ERPs return to baseline levels within the 9 s
analysis period (Fig. 4). Data from 5 to 30min after the initiation of
stimulation were analyzed. Data from the first 5 min were ignored to
avoid possible stimulus artifacts.

2.7. MEA data analyses of electrical evoked responses during development

For each ERP, two metrics were defined. First, the peak-to-peak
voltage was defined as the difference between the evoked potential
maximum voltage and minimum voltage (i.e. during 0.1 s to 9.1 s after
each stimulation) (Fig. 4). Second, the slow-wave power was defined as
the total evoked response frequency content between 0.25 and 1 Hz. To
find the slow-wave power, an FFT was found for the evoked response
signal, and the amplitudes of the FFT corresponding to the frequencies
within the 0.25–1 Hz band were summed. The slow-wave power is
presented on a decibel scale. The mean peak-to-peak value and slow-
wave power were determined for each development day and cell type
averaged over all wells, all electrodes, and all stimulation periods. The
fractions of the evoked potential signals for which each metric exceeded
a threshold of peak to peak 10mV, and 80 dB for slow-wave power,
were determined. Further, for each of these computations, the standard
errors were computed. Each well was treated as an independent ex-
periment (9 wells for WT, 9 wells for AcPb KO, and 18 wells for AcP
KO).

3. Results

3.1. Experiment 1: emergent spontaneous network properties

To determine whether the absence of AcP and AcPb, or only AcPb,
altered the time courses of emergent network properties we compared
the in vitro ontology of six emergent network properties obtained from
WT, AcPb KO and AcP KO cells. The choice of measurements was de-
rived from the literature (Corner, 2008; Hinard et al., 2012; Jewett
et al., 2015; Wagenaar et al., 2005; Jimbo et al., 1998). The focus of our
interests was on those properties for which there are homologs in live
animals and which are used to characterize sleep. These include
number of APs, burstiness, SYN, and delta wave power. The general
conclusions are that the absence of AcP and AcPb, or AcPb alone, af-
fected the rate of emergence of all the properties determined. Another
broad finding was that without AcPb, network activity developed very
slowly regardless of the parameter determined.

Spontaneous APs/sec are perhaps the most fundamental indication
of cell and network development (Fig. 1). Few APs occurred during day
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4 compared to day 11 in culture regardless of the mouse strain source of
the cells. By day 11 greater AP activity was evident and the extra-
cellular APs recorded had the expected voltage/time profile (Fig. 1 E,F,
I). Two-way ANOVA analyses indicated main effects for time and strain
(time - F(10, 6,794)=75.51, p<0.01; strain - F(2, 6,794)=52.46,
p<0.01), there is also an interactive effect between time and strain
(time x strain - F(20, 6,794)=10.73, p< 0.01) (Fig. 2A). In WT cells, APs/
sec were relatively modest during the first 8 days in culture. By day 9,
significant increases in APs/sec occurred in WT cells compared to their
values on day 4 (day 9 vs day 4; p<0.01). In AcPb KO and AcP KO
cells, significant increases in APs/sec did not occur until day 11 (day 11
vs day 4 for AcPb KO p=0.03; for AcP KO, p<0.01). From days 10–14
APs/sec were highest in WT cells followed by AcP KO cells and lowest
in AcPb KO cells. Although APs/sec remained higher than the baseline
day 4 values after day 9, and statistical differences between strains were
evident on day 14, spontaneous APs/sec values from the 3 strains
converged on day 14. In prior studies, similar APs/sec development
curves obtained from WT cells were reported (Hinard et al., 2012;
Jewett et al., 2015).

Within the MEA literature, often only electrodes having greater than
0.5 APs/sec are used for data analyses. Thus, for each MEA well we
determined the fraction of electrodes having greater than 0.5 APs/sec
(Fig. 2B); 2-way ANOVA indicated main effects for time and strain
(time - F(10, 820)=26.69, p< 0.01; strain - F(2, 820)=16.31, p< 0.01),
and also an interactive effect between time and strain (time x strain -
F(20, 820)=2.31, p< 0.01). Although these values for AcPb KO cells on
day 4 were higher than those from WT or AcP KO cells, only modest
increases occurred in AcPb KO cells over the subsequent 10 days. From
days 9–13 there were significant differences between the strains with
AcP KO cells having the greatest values, followed by WT cells, with
AcPb KO cells having the lowest values. As with APs/sec, there was a
convergence of values obtained from the 3 strains on day 14 although
WT values remained significantly different from the other two cell
types.

The number of bursts/min also changed over the initial 14 days in
culture and 2-way ANOVA indicated time and strain main effects (time -
F(10, 7,095)=123.95, p< 0.01; strain - F(2, 7,095)=29.60, p<0.01), and
an interactive effect between time and strain (time x strain - F(20,
7,095)=7.74, p<0.01). The bursts/min values (Fig. 2C) paralleled APs/
sec values (Fig. 2A). In WT cells, bursts/min on day 9 became sig-
nificantly higher than their corresponding values on day 4
(p< 0.00001) and that value from WT cells was higher than day 9
values obtained from AcP KO and AcPb KO cells. By day 11, cells from
all three strains exhibited more bursts/min than they did on day 4. All 3
strains exhibited large increases from day 10 to day 11 in their number
of bursts. As with the other measures thus far presented, values from the
3 strains of cells converged on day 14, although some small differences
remained significantly different.

The BI (Fig. 2D) provides a more nuanced view of the structure of
AP bursts as BI values reflect the fraction of APs found within bursts.
Two-way ANOVA analysis indicated main time and strain effects (time -
F(10, 7,036)=128.4, p< 0.01; strain - F(2, 7,036)=26.30, p<0.01), and
an interactive effect between time and strain (time x strain - F(20,
7,036)=5.0, p< 0.01). By day 9 in culture, cells from all 3 strains had BI
increases. From day 9 to day 14 the BI values stayed relatively flat and
there were strain differences on all these days. Thus, the increases in
APs/sec occurring after day 10 seemed to be absorbed within bursts
while the number of bursts increased as well in parallel. This suggests
that the cells within the in vitro circuits were gaining the ability to
excite each other, thereby producing more bursts. Unlike the previous 3
measurements presented, the BI did not show evidence of convergence
on day 14, yet although relative differences in the BI between the 3
strains were small, they were significant.

Synchrony of voltages between adjacent electrodes (SYN values)
were clearly different in cells from the 3 strains across recording days
(Fig. 2E). Two-way ANOVA analysis indicated time and strain main
effects (time - F(10, 15,979)=415.13, p< 0.01; strain - F(2,
15,979)=2080.43, p<0.01), and an interactive effect between time and

Fig. 1. A, B, D, E, G, and H are representative of single-channel raw data using a 200 Hz high-pass filter on days 4 and 11 in vitro. C, F, and I show single action
potentials (AP). The solid horizontal lines are the -4 standard deviation lines from the baseline averages on day 11 derived from the specific electrode illustrated. If
measured voltage was equal to or greater than the – or + 4 SD, the event was counted as an AP.
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strain (time x strain - F(20, 15,979)=37.77, p< 0.01). Even on day 5, AcP
KO cells had higher SYN values than they did on day 4 (between day 4
and 5 for AcP KO, p<0.01) and those higher values persisted through
day 14. In contrast, SYN values from WT cells were not significantly
different from their day 4 values until day 6 while SYN values from
AcPb KO cells were not above their day 4 values until day 13. From day
5 through day 14, SYN values were highest in AcP KO cells with WT
cells having intermediate SYN values and AcPb KO cells with the lowest
values. As mentioned in prior work (Jewett et al., 2015), SYN values
have an in vivo homolog used to characterize sleep with higher values
indicating more sleep-like electrical activity.

Delta wave power was determined from the filtered (0.25–3.75 Hz)
component of recordings using FFT. This measure is obtained and
analyzed using the same methods as with EEG recordings from live
animals. Delta wave power is often used as the determining indicator of
NREMS (Davis et al., 2011). Delta wave power had time and strain main
effects as determined from two-way ANOVA (time - F(10, 6,873)=177.07,
p<0.01; strain - F(2, 6,873)=283.53, p<0.01), and an interactive ef-
fect between time and strain (time x strain - F(20, 6,873)=26.12,
p<0.01) . By day 8, delta wave power values from AcP KO cells were
higher than corresponding values obtained from these cells on day 4

(AcP KO, p=6.65×10−4). Also, by day 8, values from AcP KO cells
were higher than those from WT and AcPb KO cells (Fig. 2F). From day
8 through day 14 delta wave power values from AcP KO cells remained
greater than those from WT cells which were greater than those from
AcPb KO cells. There was no evidence of convergence of delta wave
power values from the 3 strains of cells on day 14 as observed in most of
the other measures presented in Fig. 2. The development of WT mice
delta wave power in vivo parallels that observed in vitro, and previously
described (Jewett et al., 2015).

3.2. Experiment 2: Effects of IL1 on mature WT, AcPb KO, and AcP KO
cells

To determine the effects of IL1 on APs/s, BI, SYN, and delta wave
power, various amounts of IL1 (0.0, 0.01, and 0.10 ng)(11.8 pM final
high dose concentration) were added on d14 or d15 in vitro cells derived
from either WT, AcPb KO, or AcP KO mice. Both doses of IL1 enhanced
APs/s and delta wave power in WT cells but not in AcP KO or AcPb KO
cells (Fig. 3A and D); these results were anticipated because WT cells
have all the AcP isoforms and thus can respond to IL1. The lack of
responses in AcPb KO cells suggest that IL1-induced effects on APs and

Fig. 2. Development of spontaneous electrical activity in co-cultures of cortical neurons and glia derived from C57BL6 (WT), AcP KO, and AcPb KO mice (WT, 3
preparations, 9 MEAs, 27 wells, and 240 electrodes; AcP KO, 2 preparations, 7 MEAs, 33 wells, and 297 electrodes; AcPb KO, 2 preparations, 6 MEAs, 18 wells, and
162 electrodes). Means and± SEM from days 4–14 in culture are shown. (A) Average values for action potentials/sec (APs/s) occurring each day during development
for each strain are shown. (B) Electrodes with> 0.5 APs/s were counted for each well and divided by the total number of well electrodes. The percent of electrodes
from each well having> 0.5 APs/s were averaged to get the values shown. (C) Mean number of bursts/min. (D) Mean burstiness index (BI). (E) Average SYN values
between adjacent electrodes. (F) Mean fast Fourier transformation values (delta wave power; µV2) within the 0.25–3.75 Hz frequency band values are shown. SEMs
are not evident at many points because they are contained within the data points. (*=WT vs AcP KO vs AcPb KO, P< 0.01; #=AcP KO vs AcPb KO, P< 0.01;
+=WT vs AcPb KO, P<0.01; ^=WT vs AcP KO, P<0.01).
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delta wave power are mediated by the neuron-specific isoform AcPb. In
contrast, the high dose of IL1 reduced the BI in WT cells where as in
cells lacking AcPb the low dose enhanced the BI suggesting that isoform
AcP, which is present in AcPb KO cells, can enhance the BI in the ab-
sence of AcPb. IL1 failed to affect the BI in AcP KO cells (Fig. 3B). SYN
was not affected by IL1 in WT cells or in AcPb KO cells (Fig. 3C). In
contrast, IL1 lowered SYN values relative to the control 0.0 IL1 values
in AcP KO cells. However, the biological significance of the latter result
is questioned because differences were dependent upon an elevated
SYN response in the control wells and AcP KO cells lack all isoforms of
AcP. One way ANOVA analyses (dose) for the 5–10min time block
were: APs (WT - F(2,236)=8.112, p=0.0004; AcPb KO - F(2,153)=0.730,
p=0.483; AcP KO – F(2,190)=0.768, p=0.465), BI (WT - F(2,236)
=4.456, p=0.013; AcPb KO – F(2,153)=7.296, p=0.0001; AcP KO - F
(2,190)=1.064, p=0.347), SYN (WT - F(2,615)=1.012, p=0.364; AcPb
KO – F(2,415)=0.339, p=0.7128; AcP KO – F(2,545)=6.0020,
p=0.003), delta wave power (WT – F(2,236)=5.033, p=0.007; AcPb
KO – F(2,153)=0.3645, p=0.695; AcP KO F(2,190)=0.210, p=0.811).
Post-hoc test results for each of the parameters are shown in Fig. 3 as
discussed in this paragraph.

3.3. Experiment 3: development of evoked response potential properties

The time course of development of evoked response potentials was
determined for WT, AcPb KO, and AcP KO mice-derived cells. The mean
peak-to-peak voltage and slow-wave power, the fractions of ERPs whose
peak-to-peak voltages exceed a threshold of 10mV (herein called the
high-amplitude fraction), and the fractions of evoked potentials whose
slow-wave-power exceed a threshold of 80 dB (called the high-power
fraction) are shown in Fig. 5 for each strain, for three development days

(Day 5, Day 10, and Day 14). (Fig. 4).
Two-way ANOVAs were conducted to determine the dependence of

the four ERP properties on development day and strain. Main effects
and interaction between the two regressors was considered in the two-
way ANOVA. The two-way ANOVAs indicate statistically significant

Fig. 3. Interleukin-1β (IL1) altered APs/sec, BI, SYN values, and delta wave power. The means± SEM values for APs/sec, BI, and delta power were calculated using
experimental values from the 5–10min block intervals after the addition of IL1 and dividing by the baseline, then normalizing to respective MEA 0.0 ng well
averages. Change in SYN was calculated by subtracting baseline from experimental values from the same time block. Fig. 2 A, B, D share the same n values: WT -
0.0 ng, n=79 electrodes; 0.01 ng, n=79 electrodes; 0.1 ng, n=81 electrodes; AcPb KO - 0.0 ng, n=50 electrodes; 0.01 ng, n=53 electrodes; 0.1 ng, n=53 electrodes;
AcP KO - 0.0 ng, n=69 electrodes; 0.01 ng, n=61 electrodes; 0.1 ng, n=63 electrodes. A) APs/sec values from 3 different doses of IL1. B) BI values from 3 different
doses of IL1. C) SYN values from 3 different doses of IL1 (WT - 0.0 ng, n=170 electrode correlation pairs; 0.01 ng, n=208 electrode correlation pairs; 0.1 ng, n=240
electrode correlation pairs; AcPb KO - 0.0 ng, n=106 electrode correlation pairs; 0.01 ng, n=157 electrode correlation pairs; 0.1 ng, n=155 electrode correlation
pairs; AcP KO - 0.0 ng, n=147 electrode correlation pairs; 0.01 ng, n=191 electrode correlation pairs; 0.1 ng, n=210 electrode correlation pairs). D) delta wave
power (µV2) values from 3 different doses. Symbols correspond to p- values: * significant difference compared to 0.0 ng value=p<0.01; + significant difference
compared between 0.01 ng and 0.1 ng=p<0.01.

Fig. 4. A typical evoked response in WT cultures. The top plot shows one sti-
mulus which is applied at ~1.8 s. The bottom plot shows the corresponding
evoked response potential measured at one non-stimulation electrode. The
peak-to-peak voltage of this evoked response potential is also indicated in the
plot.
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dependence of all four ERP properties (mean peak-to-peak voltage,
mean slow-wave power, high-amplitude fraction, high-power fraction)
on the development day (for each property, p< 0.001 for the main
effect of development day). To further examine this dependence, one-
way ANOVAs for each ERP property with respect to the development
day were conducted, for each individual strain. For all four properties,
the one-way ANOVAs showed a statistically-significant dependence on
the development day for each strain, specifically: peak-to-peak vol-
tage:p< 0.001 for all three strains; slow-wave power:p< 0.001 for all
three strains; high-amplitude fraction: p< 0.001 for all three strains;
high-power fraction: p< 0.001 for all three strains. All four properties
amplify with development day, for each strain.

The two-way ANOVAs do not indicate a statistically dependence of
any of the ERP properties on the strain (for each property, p> 0.1 for
the main effect of strain). However, for each ERP property, the inter-
action parameter in the two-way ANOVA exhibits statistical sig-
nificance (peak-to-peak voltage:p=0.009, slow-wave power:p=0.02,
high-amplitude fraction: p=0.006; high-power fraction: p=0.11). The
two-way ANOVA thus suggests that ERP properties in the main do not
have a statistical dependence on the strain, however there should be a
dependence for some development days since an interaction is noted.
To examine this, one-way ANOVAs were conducted for each ERP
property with respect to the strain, for each development day. For Day 5
and Day 14, the four ERP properties do not show a statistically sig-
nificant dependence with respect to strain (i.e. p> 0.1 for each case).
However, for Day 10, the four ERP properties each show a statistically
significant dependence on the strain (peak-to-peak voltage: p< 0.001;
slow-wave power: p< 0.004; high-amplitude fraction: p< 0.001; high-
power fraction: p< 0.002). It is seen that, on Day 10, the four prop-
erties are depressed for AcP KO in comparison to WT and AcPb KO cells;
the decrease was most pronounced, in an absolute sense, for the high

amplitude and high power fraction.
In sum, the data analyses for Experiment 3 demonstrate that ERPs

amplify during cell culture development, regardless of strain. Further,
in the main the ERPs have similar characteristics for the three strains.
However, the time course of ERP development is slower for AcP KO
cells as compared to WT and AcPb KO cells, as indicated by a pro-
nounced depression in the four ERP properties on Day 10 for AcP KO as
compared to WT and AcPb KO cells.

4. Discussion

An important finding reported herein is that the absence of AcP
isoforms alters the rate of development of electrophysiological emer-
gent network properties. Previously we described BI, SYN, and delta
wave power developmental data for WT cells; current results are con-
sistent with those data (Jewett et al., 2015). However, when only AcP is
present (in AcPb KO cells), the BI, SYN, and delta wave power rates of
development are slower. In contrast, when both AcP and AcPb are
absent (AcP KO cells) development rates for the emergent properties are
faster (Fig. 2). Results obtained from cells lacking isoforms of AcP are
consistent with prior studies suggesting a role for IL1 in brain devel-
opment e.g. IL1 is highly expressed in the developing brain (Bilbo and
Schwarz, 2012) and is critical in developmental processes such as
neuron migration (Ma et al., 2014) and survival (Gosselin et al., 2013).
Further, IL1 and related cytokines have many neuroendocrine and
immune functions in health and disease states. Those interactions have
long-term consequences for cognition and other neural functions (Bilbo
and Schwarz, 2012). It seems likely, albeit speculative, that the al-
terations in network emergence of electrophysiological properties oc-
curring in the absence of AcP isoforms (Fig. 2) are related. Thus, adult
mice lacking AcPb have little NREMS rebound following sleep loss

Fig. 5. The means± standard errors for slow-wave power, peak-to-peak voltages, the fraction of evoked response potentials with slow-wave power exceeding a
threshold, and the fraction with peak-to-peak voltages exceeding a threshold, are shown for development days Day 5, Day 10, and Day 14, for the three strains (n=9
wells for WT and AcPb KO, n=18 for AcP KO). All four properties show a statistically significant dependence on: the development day for each strain, the strain for
development day Day 10, and on the strain-day correlation. The p values from one-way ANOVA analysis are: 1) for the top two figures: * development
day=p<0.001; # strain on Day 10=p<0.004; ** development day=p<0.001; ## strain on Day 10=p<0.001; 2) for the bottom two figures: * development
day=p<0.001; # strain on Day 10=p<0.002; ** development day=p<0.001; ## strain on Day 10=p<0.001.
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(Davis et al., 2015). Further, WT mice upregulate AcPb mRNA, but not
AcP mRNA, after sleep loss and the AcPb KO adult mice have ex-
aggerated responses to inflammatory challenges such as lipopoly-
saccharide (Taishi et al., 2012). Such findings indicate a role for IL1 in
brain development; the in vitro system used herein provides a way to
investigate gene dependency of emergent network properties.

A second important finding is that without AcP and AcPb, i.e. AcP
KO cells, or the absence of AcPb alone (i.e. AcPb KO cells), the re-
sponsiveness of cells to exogenous IL1 changes. Our interest in the four
emergent network properties stems from our prior sleep research. Thus,
each of the measures is associated with sleep. During sleep, cortical
action potentials (APs/sec) are reduced compared to the waking cortex
(Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). During sleep, cortical neurons typically ex-
hibit a burst pause firing pattern with bursts of action potentials oc-
curring for about 500ms followed by pauses in firing lasting about
500ms; that pattern along with local network synchronization is as-
sociated with slow (< 1.0 Hz) local cortical field potentials during
NREMS (McGinty and Szymusiak, 2017; Hajnik et al., 2013). The
neuronal/glial tissue culture’s spontaneous activity is characterized by
bursts and this default firing pattern is thus thought to represent a
sleep-like state (Corner, 2008; Hinard et al., 2012; Jewett et al., 2015).
In vivo delta wave power is posited to reflect the depth of sleep (Davis
et al., 2011); cultures can be driven into a deeper sleep-like state by
tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF) as indicated by higher delta wave
power values (Jewett et al., 2015). Similarly, in WT cells the higher
dose of IL1 enhanced delta wave power suggesting a deeper sleep-like
state. However, sleep is also associated with greater EEG synchroniza-
tion. While the SYN values we calculate are related to EEG synchroni-
zation, they are distinct. The effects of IL1 on SYN in cultures of WT
cells was minimal.

Although the mechanisms responsible for the differential actions of
low and high IL1 doses on the BI in AcPb KO vs WT cells remain un-
known (Fig. 3B), it seems likely that they involve IL1-dependent
phosphorylation of Src and p38 MAPK. IL1 signals through its type 1
receptor (IL1R). IL1R is found in neurons and astrocytes and both cells
mediate IL1- altered sleep (Ingiosi et al., 2015). The IL1/IL1R complex
requires an accessory protein (AcP) to signal (Smith et al., 2009). In
neurons, there is an alternatively processed form of AcP, AcPb. AcP and
AcPb share some signaling events. Of importance to this report, low
doses of IL1 enhance Src phosphorylation in neurons, via AcPb (Huang
et al., 2011). The IL1 dose needed in hippocampal neurons to phos-
phorylate Src is about 1000-fold less than needed to activate in-
flammatory responses (Huang et al., 2011). This observation may be
related to the well-known observations that low doses of IL1 may have
opposite effects than higher doses. For example, low doses of IL1 pro-
mote sleep while higher doses inhibit sleep (Opp et al., 1991). Src fa-
mily kinases have multiple actions in brain including; regulation of
excitatory and inhibitory transmission, learning, memory, depressive
behavior, and responses to alcohol (Ohnishi et al., 2011); these pro-
cesses affect sleep.

IL1 also signals via p38 MAPK phosphorylation and those actions
take place in both neurons and astrocytes with the involvement of AcP
and to a lesser extent AcPb (Huang et al., 2011). An additional IL1-
signalling mechanism involves nuclear factor kappa B/inhibitory kappa
B (NFkB/IκB) and they have roles in sleep regulation (Brandt et al.,
2004; Chen et al., 1999). However, although AcPb has a modulatory
role in p38 MAPK phosphorylation, it lacks signaling via NFkB. Re-
gardless, IL1, also promotes transcription of receptor mRNAs such as
the adenosine A1 receptor and the glutamate AMPA receptor-gluR1 via
NFkB (Krueger, 2008; Krueger et al., 2013; Krueger et al., 2008). These
receptors are involved in sleep.

There is also a soluble isoform of AcP, (sAcP). Like AcPb, sAcP is
anti-inflammatory (Smith et al., 2009; Taishi et al., 2012). However,
sAcP binds to the type 2 IL1 receptor thereby increasing its affinity to
IL1 about 100-fold; such an action would effectively reduce extra-
cellular IL1 access to the type 1 IL1 receptor (Smith et al., 2003).

Interestingly, AcPb KO mice express higher amounts of sAcP mRNA in
the somatosensory cortex than WT mice, perhaps as a compensatory
mechanism for the loss of anti-inflammatory AcPb (unpublished data).
How these various mechanisms interact to change the sensitivities of
the AcP KO and AcPb KO cells (Fig. 3) remains unknown although the
lack of AcP isoforms affects cell sensitivity to IL1.

Peak-to-peak voltage and slow-wave power (top two figures in
Fig. 5) are metrics that correlate with well-formed evoked response
potentials in connected neuronal networks (Rector et al., 2005, 2009).
The analyses here indicate well-formed ERPs develop with time in
neuronal networks cultured from cells derived from WT, AcPb KO, and
AcP KO one-to-two day-old mice. The in vitro ERP emergence is in-
dicated both in the amplification in the mean peak-to-peak voltage and
slow-wave power, and in the fractions of the evoked potentials where
these metrics exceed a threshold (i.e., high-amplitude fraction and high
power fraction) (bottom two figures in Fig. 5). These properties show
no dependence on strain on days 5 and 14, but are reduced in AcP KO
cultures on day 10 compared to the WT, indicating a slower develop-
ment of well-formed evoked potentials in AcP KO cells. Although
speculative, this indicates that AcP is required for the timely develop-
ment of ERPs, but that cells lacking AcP acclimate to the loss within two
weeks of culture. Because the high-amplitude fraction and high-power
fraction amplify markedly with development day, we speculate that
development is reflected by an increasing prevalence of well-formed
evoked potentials rather than a gradual amplification of all evoked
potentials.

The direct electrically stimulated ERPs observed in cultured cells are
however, greater in amplitude, slower in onset, and longer in duration
than corresponding ERPs induced by activation of afferent neurons in
vivo (Rector et al., 2005, 2009). Although the reasons for this were not
studied herein, it seems likely that differences such as the non-specific
activation of many cells by electrical stimulation in vitro, the dramati-
cally different in vivo vs in vitro topological structures and network
connectivity, the lack of blood flow in vitro, and the different analytical
techniques used to derive ERPs (e.g. in vivo multiple ERPs are signal
averaged whereas this is not necessary in vitro due to their larger am-
plitudes and more consistent time course), all contribute to the ob-
served differences. Of importance is that IL1/AcP contributes to evoked
response ontology as well as many other emergent network properties
and this likely has many manifestions in brain development. The cell
culture system described herein coupled with the use of mutant cells
provides an experimental platform to examine brain development gene
dependencies (Lu et al., 2016).

The emergent properties characterized herein are also used in vivo to
define sleep and wake states. We and others have argued that the small
networks in culture exhibit sleep- and wake-like states with the sleep-
like state being the default state in culture due to its burstiness nature
(Corner, 2008; Hinard et al., 2012; Jewett et al., 2015). Like animals,
cultures respond to chemical stimulation, whether wake- (Hinard et al.,
2012; Corner, 2008) or sleep-inducing (Jewett et al., 2015 and Fig. 2),
cultures exhibit sleep homeostasis (Jewett et al., 2015; Saberi-
Moghadam et al., 2018), and gene expression profiles in cultured net-
works parallel those of the waking/sleeping brain (Hinard et al., 2012).
Furthermore, small networks in vivo, e.g. cortical columns, can oscillate
between sleep- and wake-like states as characterized via the amplitudes
of the ERPs. The cortical column sleep-like state also exhibits sleep
homeostasis (Rector et al., 2005). Individual cortical column state is
also linked to animal behavior. Thus, if rats were trained to lick a sweet
solution when a specific facial whisker was stimulated, when the
column was in a sleep-like state as evidenced by high ERP amplitudes
(while the rat was awake and behaving), the rat made errors of omis-
sion and commission. In contrast, if the column was in the wake-like
state (exhibiting low amplitude ERPs) the rats did not make mistakes
(Krueger et al., 2013). Those data coupled with other observations
suggesting that parts of the brain can be awake while simultaneously
other parts can be asleep (Krueger et al., 2013; Krueger and Roy, 2016)
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along with the current data support the hypothesis that sleep-like states
are a fundamental property of any viable small network whether in vivo
or in vitro.
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